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Abstract

This report reviews six classes of models that are used for studying transportation network topologies. The report is motivated by two main questions. First, what can the “new science” of complex networks (scale-free and small-world networks) contribute to our understanding of transport network structure, compared with the kinds of research questions answered by more established methods? Second, how can geographic information systems (GIS) contribute to studying transport networks? The report begins by defining terms that can be used to classify different kinds of models by their function, composition, mechanism, spatial and temporal dimensions, certainty, linearity, and resolution. Six broad classes of models for analyzing transport network topologies are then explored: GIS; static graph theory; complex networks; mathematical programming; simulation; and agent-based modeling. Each class of models is defined and classified according to the attributes introduced earlier. The paper identifies some typical types of research questions about network structure that have been addressed by each class of model in the literature. GIS is able to address a variety of different network-related research questions on its own, but it can also provide a spatial database and mapping platform for other methods. Therefore, for each of the other classes of models, we explore the potential for integrating them with GIS in what are known as Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSS). We also provide, in an appendix, a preliminary list of spatial GIS data layers relating to the air transport network. This report should be considered a starting point for further investigations, as we have only begun to explore the classes of models for studying network topology, the types of research questions addressed within each class, and the specific applications undertaken for each type of question.
1. **Introduction**

The structure of transportation networks varies greatly by transport mode, by stage of evolution, by level of development, and by technology. New technologies and new business models constantly restructure networks, although the influence of earlier forms often remains indelible. Researchers in fields ranging from economics, geography, business, engineering, urban planning, mathematics, regional science, and others have employed a wide variety of methods to study transport network topologies. Two of the most important recent innovations in transportation network modeling are complex networks and geographic information systems (GIS).

Recently, a “new science of networks” has emerged from outside of the traditional transportation-related disciplines [9]. The new approach to networks, commonly referred to as “complex network theory,” focuses on scale-free or small-world networks that display complex adaptive behavior. Complex networks grow and evolve in size and complexity through systemic interactions among network nodes and subsystems, and they display unforeseen (emergent) behavior [3].

A large subset of transportation network analysis and design problems, however, can be handled with traditional methods, such as graph theory, mathematical programming, simulation, and agent-based modeling. One of the foci of this preliminary paper is to establish the domain of traditional approaches to studying network topology vs. the complex-network approach. This will point us toward the missing pieces in methods and tools and identifying the most promising opportunities for scale-free network analysis.

A second focus of this preliminary report is geographic information systems (GIS). While GIS has been growing rapidly for 10-20 years, it has recently been highlighted as one of the most important technologies for the 21st century [40]. On its own, GIS is a valuable tool for studying transportation networks, but it can also provide a spatial database and mapping platform for other methods. The integration of GIS with other methods, known as spatial decision support systems (SDSS), has great advantages for modeling transportation networks. To understand the kinds of network-related research questions within the domain of GIS and what it can contribute to other methods as part of an SDSS, it is necessary to outline the nature of the other methods. The methods covered in this report are:

1. GIS
2. graph theory
3. complex networks
4. mathematical programming
5. simulation
6. agent-based modeling

Although we go into greater depth for GIS, the discussion of all methods in this paper should be considered a preliminary overview and no more than a possible starting point for deeper investigation. Furthermore, this list of methods is not all-inclusive—the scope of this report is such that it cannot include all methods that can contribute to the study of transportation network topology.
The report begins by introducing a classification scheme for models. Models are classified according to the dimensions of function, composition, process, spatiality, temporality, certainty, linearity, and resolution. In the following six sections, each broad class of method is first defined and then characterized along the eight different dimensions. Next, we list several types of research questions related to transport networks that the method is able to answer. These lists of research question types are meant to be exemplary, not comprehensive. Likewise, the references cited should be seen as selected examples, not seminal works or comprehensive lists. Finally, each section concludes with a discussion of the benefits of integrating the method with GIS—or in the case of GIS, the benefit of combining it with other methods in a spatial decision support system (SDSS).

2. A Classification System for Models

Models can be defined as “simplified representations of reality” [93], “simplified statements of structural interdependence” [44], or more simply as a way to connect inputs and outputs. Scientists simplify reality to generalize its most fundamental, relevant, or interesting aspects. Models allow scientists to focus on the main signals and filter out the noise. Models cut a problem down to a practical size, and allow scientists to get an answer to a question by applying what they believe to be the general principles to the situation in question. Scientists build models by extracting certain key phenomena for study and suppressing or compensating for incidental details and/or complicating factors. Because of the extraction and suppression that goes into building them, models have a subjective element—they are not purely objective. The fundamental tradeoff in model-building is that realism tends to be purchased at the cost of increasing complexity, with diminishing marginal returns (Figure 1). Model transparency may also be sacrificed.

Because reality can be modeled in so many different ways, it is important to develop a terminology for describing them. Models can be classified according to many dimensions. Every model can be classified according to each of these dimensions, i.e., each model has a function, something of which it is constructed, a way of treating time and space, etc. Most of the following discussion is our selection and reinterpretation of the ideas originally presented by Haggett and Chorley [44], Harvey [47], Thomas and Huggett [93], and Wilmott and Gaile [100].

1. Function—what does it do?

The most important distinction among models is its function, or literally what does it do? Here it is important to distinguish between what the model actually does and what it is used for. Models can be descriptive, explanatory, predictive, or prescriptive. The function of descriptive models such as maps, networks, indices, and diagrams is simply to describe reality. Explanatory models go one step beyond description by attempting to explain why. The function of predictive models is to predict an outcome or output given some inputs, i.e., they usually answer a “what if”
question. In contrast, prescriptive (or normative) models answer a “should” question, as in where or how should we do something, or what is the best way to do something.

A subtle but crucial distinction is between the function a model actually performs and the purpose for which it is used. For instance, simulation models may be used for identifying the best network structure, but what the simulation model actually does is predict how different networks might perform—the model itself cannot design the network. Also note that some models have more than one function. Other model purposes mentioned in the literature include psychological, acquisitive, organizational, logical, systematic, constructional, and cognitive, but these can usually be boiled down to the other four.

2. Composition—what is it made of?

We will not dwell on this distinction, as nearly all models of transport network topology are mathematical and/or graphical. Other models can be physical (e.g., a wave tank or wind tunnel), physical analogue (composed of a different but analogous physical material), conceptual/historical analogue (e.g., A is like B), or conceptual.

3. Mechanism—is the cause and effect mechanism included in the model?

The major distinction here is between process-response and black-box models. In a process-response model, the components and process of cause and effect are explicitly represented. A black-box model represents the relationship between cause and effect but does not explicitly account for the process. A graph of the relationship between traffic volume and average speed on a highway is a black-box relationship, whereas a simulation of individual vehicles and driver behavior is a process-response model. Many models are hybrids of the two pure forms.

Process-response models tend to be more complex, but not necessarily more realistic because process-response models depend on accurate depiction of the underlying mechanisms whereas black-box models can be finely tuned to the outcomes that one is trying to model. On the other hand, black-box models may be less generalizable outside of the context in which they were fitted, whereas process-response models may do far better and understanding interactions in a completely new context for which there are no data yet.

4. Geography—how does it treat space?

In the field of transportation, most models are explicitly spatial. Very few, such as supply and demand curves in microeconomics, are nonspatial in that they ignore space altogether. The distinguishing factor among transportation models—and a key to understanding the importance of GIS—is how they treat space. Explicitly spatial transportation models can simplify space to be linear (e.g., a function of distance from an airport), network, 2-dimensional, or 3-dimensional. Digital elevation models are recognized as two-and-a half dimensional in that every x, y coordinate has one and only one associated z-coordinate (three dimensional models can have multiple z-coordinates, allowing for overhangs and other complex shapes, as well as subsurface features). Furthermore, in each of these types of models, the space can be treated as continuous.
or simplified to a set of *discrete* points. The choices made in modeling space affect the complexity and realism of the model.

5. *Time—how does it treat time?*

Models can be static or dynamic. *Static* models do not explicitly represent more than one period or instant of time. Supply and demand curves, for instance, do not represent the process of achieving equilibrium over time. *Dynamic* models, on the other hand, explicitly represent more than one period or instant of time. This can be done in several ways. *Continuous* time models allow an event to occur at any instant of time along a time line, for instance, by selecting the time until the next event from a continuous random probability distribution. *Discrete* time models break time into representative periods or instants. These discrete time periods can be at regular intervals (hours, days, weeks, months, years, five-year plans, etc.) or intermittent (drawn from a discrete probability mass function). The choices made in modeling time, like those for modeling space, affect the complexity and realism of the model.

6. *Certainty—are the values of the key numbers taken as known or unknown?*

The basic distinction here is between deterministic and stochastic models. In a *deterministic* model, all numbers are input to the model as single values. Given the same inputs, a deterministic model will deliver the same outputs every time, except perhaps when breaking ties. In a *stochastic* or *probabilistic* model, certain numbers are considered to be unknown and represented by a probability distribution rather than a single value. Stochastic models will create a range of possible outcomes from the same inputs, and therefore are usually run multiple times.

Inferential statistics models fall in a gray area between deterministic and stochastic, but by our definition would actually be classified as deterministic. Inferential statistics models explicitly acknowledge that one’s sample is but one of many that could possibly have been drawn from a population, and they produce an output that quantifies the resulting uncertainty. Yet, given the same sample as an input, a statistical model such as a multiple regression model follows a deterministic process that will always produce the same exact estimates of slope, intercept, error, and significance. By this definition, it is a deterministic model of a stochastic process.

7. *Mathematical relationships—is the model linear?*

Relationships in mathematical models can be linear or nonlinear. *Linear* functional forms are sometimes adopted because they (a) provide reasonable approximations of the real world and (b) are tractable by certain methods. This distinction is perhaps most important in mathematical programming models. Linear programming is a powerful optimization tool, but is limited by the fact that all variables must be continuous and the objective function and all constraints must be linear, as in \(aX_1 + bX_2 + cX_1\ldots\). Extensions to linear programming include integer programming, which can model binary \((0,1)\) or integer \((0, 1, 2, \text{etc.})\) decision variables, and *nonlinear* programming, which allows for nonlinear terms such as \(XY\) or \(X^2\). For modeling transportation networks, binary and integer variables are especially important for modeling decisions such as...
all-or-nothing infrastructure investment decisions or one-or-the-other passenger mode-choice decisions.

Some problems are linear in nature, and some are not. If the problem is nonlinear in nature, sometimes linear models can approximate the nonlinear effects purely for tractability. Often it is difficult to solve nonlinear problems or linear problems with a large number of discrete variables. For instance, it is relatively easier to formulate and solve a model that approximates network capacity as a linear “brick-wall” limitation that cannot be exceeded, compared with the more accurate, nonlinear representation of capacity as an upward-curving congestion-cost function.

8. Resolution—what are the smallest units of observation?

A major difference among transportation models is between aggregate and disaggregate models. Aggregate models typically model the transportation patterns of geographic regions, which include traffic analysis zones (TAZs), census tracts, zip codes, counties, metropolitan areas, states, provinces, and countries. All of the traffic generators or attractors within the spatial unit are aggregated. Data for each region can be in the form of averages (e.g., of income or age), totals (e.g., of jobs or people), or percentages (e.g., of car owners). Each zone is treated as homogeneous, with all individuals assumed to share identical average traits. Disaggregate models, on the other hand, represent each individual separately, by location and/or socioeconomic characteristics. Greater realism in this case may be possible at the expense of enormous computational and data requirements and greater privacy concerns. Partially disaggregated models relax the assumption that all individuals within a zone are identical and average. They disaggregate the population by family size, income brackets, occupation, or age, and then model each subgroup separately.

The eight aspects of models summarized here are valuable for characterizing the nature of transportation network models. These dimensions affect which kinds of research questions a type of model can address. There are, of course, other ways of categorizing models that were not included on this list.

3. Geographic Information Systems (GIS)

A. Definition

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have emerged as an essential analytical tool for a variety of human endeavors, including agriculture, anthropology, biology, business, geology, planning, and transportation. GIS has been defined as:

A system of hardware, software, data, people, organizations and institutional arrangements for collecting, storing, analyzing, and disseminating information about areas of the Earth [31].
The above definition combines the components of a GIS (hardware, software, data, people, organizations and institutional arrangements) and the functions of a GIS (collecting, storing, analyzing, and disseminating information about areas of the earth) in a single summary.

The acronym “GIS” is also used for Geographic Information Science [42]. GIScience is the more theoretical study of how to best represent and manipulate spatial data in electronic format. Since the remainder of this section emphasizes practical applications, the “S” in GIS will refer to systems rather than science. Nevertheless, the importance of GIScience should not be understated, since this research continues to expand the capabilities of GIS.

GIS meshes geographic data into a single software environment using data layers. Data layers contain a single geographic element or a class of geographic elements, such as streets, maintenance facilities, topographic elevation, or census tracts. Data layers consist of the following components:

1. the spatial coordinates of each element of the layer;
2. an associated table containing attribute information about each element (e.g., census tract attributes such as population, average age, or median income; or the length, maximum speed, capacity, and surface type of streets); and
3. the visual display of the elements and/or their attributes.

Different data layers can be related to each other by their spatial locations or by one of their attribute fields.

Data layers at the heart of a GIS. Appendix 1 provides a long but undoubtedly incomplete list of data layers that are potentially useful for planning or studying air transport networks. Data layers can be collected using global positioning systems (GPS) that record latitude, longitude, and altitude, by scanning or digitizing paper maps, from satellite imagery or aerial photography, from other hardware devices such as road sensors or wind gauges, by importing data layers from other GISs, or in tabular database format that can then be “joined” to spatial coordinates through one of the attribute fields. Data layers can be stored on a single computer or shared over a network. Data layers can be analyzed singly or in relation to each other using a wide variety of software tools, some of which are specific to GIS and explicitly spatial, while others are tools originally developed for databases, spreadsheets, or mathematical modeling. Finally, GIS layers can be disseminated to various people and organizations in digital (graphic or tabular) or paper form, and more recently, there is a growing distribution of GIS data with which users can interact over the Internet.

Transportation systems are designed to overcome geographical separation. With increasing amounts of geographic information available in a digital form, GIS offers a platform for a more comprehensive analysis [65]. By combining location data with attribute information, GIS offers visualization capabilities and a data management platform to study and improve transportation systems. Greater efficiency and increased accessibility within transportation demand increasingly flexible and scalable solutions. This flexibility is necessary because transportation decisions are impacted by a variety of social, environmental, and financial constraints. Analytical tools must balance these competing issues. Furthermore, scalability is critical for decision making on local, regional, and national levels. GIS gives its users both flexibility and scalability previously unseen in transportation analysis.
GIS’s ability to integrate a variety of different data layers into a software environment in order to manipulate and analyze the spatial relationships is of great value for transportation planners. Without the spatial component, GIS is very similar to a database management system, where information is queried based upon some index [91]. This spatial aspect takes advantage of the geo-referencing system that ties objects to unique locations in space.

a. Coordinates, Projections, Scale, and Metadata

In order to be able to relate different data layers in a GIS to each other, they must be defined and displayed with the same coordinate system, projection, and scale. Coordinates, scale, and projection are at the heart of the problems most users have with getting one set of data to conform with a dataset acquired from a different source. There are a variety of coordinate systems in use besides longitude and latitude, such as Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) or, in the USA, various state plane systems centered on a particular part of a particular US state. Next, the data layers must be projected on the screen using the same units of distance. Finally, they must use the same projection system to translate the spherical surface of the earth into a flat representation on a computer monitor. GIS has tools that can convert both the coordinate system and projection so they are uniform; in some instances the software can handle the conversion on the fly and in other instances the users will have to make the change manually.

While this all-inclusive technique has many benefits, GIS users need to be aware of the data integrity issues that can compromise the accuracy of an analysis. Recall that the components of GIS included organizational and institutional arrangements. While digital geographic data are more ubiquitous than ever, the aggregation and dissemination of this information lacks uniformity. Metadata exists to provide information to secondary users of GIS data. Metadata is information about the associated spatial data: the source, projection, date acquired and assembled, coordinate system used, etc. Accurate metadata makes it much easier to deal with the problems of scale, projection and coordinate system mentioned above. More importantly, it allows secondary users to assess the accuracy and precision of GIS data. GIS’s ability to store and display location data with great precision can lead to unwarranted precision. While the software may specify a feature’s location down to a fraction of an inch, that location may be no more than a rough guess by the layer’s original creator. Metadata explaining the origin of a layer’s location information allows subsequent users to make informed decisions about how much faith to put in the data’s accuracy.

b. Data Implementation Environments: Vector vs. Raster

Within a GIS, information is viewed and stored using two very distinct formats: vector data and raster data. Vector data represents spatial objects as points, lines, or polygons. Attribute information about each point, line, or polygon is stored in a database table. Polygons represent features with an areal extent, such as an entire state. Lines are used for features of negligible width, such as a road or river. Points features have no dimensions, only a location, such as a survey marker. Depending on the scale and purpose of the analysis, the same entity might be modeled as a point or an area. For instance, an airport would probably be a point feature on a layer representing an entire state, but would be a polygon on a city level layer. Similarly, at most
scales, an access road would be treated as a line, but for traffic engineering purposes, it would become a polygon feature, with a distinguishable width.

In a raster format, data consist of regularly spaced grid cells of the same shape and size. Raster data layers often contain information that is continuous (present everywhere) or planar in nature, such as elevation, temperature, air pollution, or vegetation. Raster data stores information in predefined cells of an arbitrarily assigned size. Their size, shape, orientation, and starting point may be arbitrary. Defining small cell sizes produces highly accurate and specific data, but results in longer processing time and requires a lot of storage space. Conversely, using larger cell sizes can ease the computational and storage burdens, but information will be lost as the cells become larger and more generalized.

Remotely sensed imagery, from satellite or aerial photos, often dictates the use of raster formats and may determine the cell size. Remote sensing has made enormous contributions to our understanding of the earth’s systems at a regional and global level. Analysis of remotely sensed imagery requires an application that can display, interpret, and manipulate this data. GIS has emerged as a leading platform for clarifying the spatial organization of the earth’s systems by converting digital images into data that can then be analyzed in a variety of ways.

c. Data Interpretation Models: Object, Network, and Field

It is useful to think of three kinds of spatial structures that can be represented in GIS. Objects are unique features on the earth. Networks are connected systems of points and lines enabling movement. Fields are some kind of signal or force exerted over space.

**Objects** are simple to represent in a vector GIS using points, lines, and polygons. In a raster GIS, membership in a given object can be defined as a 0-1 condition of each cell. For instance, the object “Virginia” or “wetlands” can be defined by assigning a value of 1 to all qualifying cells.

GIS generally represents transportation **networks** with vector data using points and lines. Points (nodes) correspond to arc endpoints and intersections, while lines (arcs) refer to the links that connect different nodes. In a GIS, however, not every set of points and lines constitutes a network. A network requires not only points (nodes) and lines (arcs), but a table of information describing their connectivity. This attribute table for the arcs will define whether the arc is one-way or two-way, and describe its other attributes such as length, time, cost, impedance, capacity, etc. There can be other layers of points and lines in a vector GIS that are not considered a network. Other points may represent locations of air traffic control towers or major employers, while other lines could represent rivers or other linear features.

Raster data are less commonly used in transportation network analysis, but raster GIS software is usually equipped with some network tools. In a raster GIS, a network can be defined as all cells through which a network link passes. Such cells can be given a low impedance representing the typical time or cost to traverse a network cell. Off-network cells can be given a higher impedance—prohibitively high if the analyst wishes to prevent any and all off-network travel. Finding shortest paths over a raster network is accomplished using a “cost-distance”
command that finds the sequence of contiguous cells offering the lowest total impedance from
the origin cell to the destination cell. The ability to do network analysis in a GIS context offers
several advantages, such as being able to define highly accurate service areas [94] or to relate
network decision-making with environmental, land use, and other planar variables.

Spatial relationships that tend to decay over distance or due to environmental factors are
best modeled as a field. Fields are important for transportation research in a variety of ways,
from radar signals to pollution plumes to attraction to facilities. Fields can be modeled in either
raster or vector GIS.

d. Data Storage

Attribute data is any information the user assigns to a particular point, line, polygon, or
grid cell. GIS stores these characteristics in a standard database format consisting of records
(rows) and attribute fields (columns). It is important to note that attribute data contains more than
just geographic coordinates; it includes myriad data types and characteristics about a particular
spatial feature that can be stored in the database. The attribute information is viewable in
aggregate by opening the data table, or individually by selecting (clicking) the specific
geographic object (point, line, or polygon).

e. Joins and Merges

GIS allows a user to combine the attribute data from different databases into a single data
layer. For instance, you may have two databases of airport information, each containing different
attribute fields. If they share a common field, such as an airport code, the two databases can be
joined (a virtual combination of two separate databases) or merged (an actual combination
resulting in a single database). Any duplication or inconsistency between the databases’ common
field can result in inconsistent joining or merging.

B. Model Typology Classification

i. Function – While GIS can be used for descriptive, explanatory, predictive, and
prescriptive purposes, the function GIS itself performs—the nature of its output—is essentially descriptive. It can answer very complex and detailed descriptive
questions. The analyst can interpret these descriptive answers for explanatory,
predictive, and prescriptive purposes. Furthermore, when integrated with other
tools such as inferential statistics, ABM, or a shortest path algorithm, GIS can
also explain, predict, and prescribe, but it would be the other tools that are
actually producing the explanatory, predictive, and prescriptive outputs.

ii. Composition – GIS is a mathematical model.

iii. Mechanism – As a descriptive database, mapping, and spatial analysis tool, GIS in and
of itself does not model any processes. However, process-response models from
other modeling paradigms can be fully integrated within GIS software.

iv. Spatial – GIS is always spatial, and can handle every variety of spatial representation.

v. Temporal – GIS can handle dynamics by having different data layers for different time
periods. Animations of spatial change and change detection over time, are
common applications of GIS. Researchers are making progress towards representing time in GIS as completely as space is represented.

vi. Certainty – Most GIS data are treated deterministically, although it can be an ideal platform for various stochastic models such as random walks, probabilistic spread of disease, and countless other probabilistic simulations. One of the important frontiers of GIS research is spatial statistics. Much of the research focuses on the issue of spatial autocorrelation, which challenges the common assumption in statistical or econometric research that neighboring cases are statistically independent [45].

vii. Mathematical Relationships – Mathematical relationship within GIS can be linear or nonlinear.

viii. Resolution – Any level of aggregation or disaggregation is possible in a GIS. Most importantly, GIS provides the ability to easily change the level of resolution, depending on the resolution of the underlying data.

C. Literature Review: Typical Research Questions

Question Type 1: Where is a particular thing located, or what is at a particular location?

These kinds of simple questions are a basic starting point for GIS. It’s a stretch to refer to these as “research” questions, but they are nonetheless a useful task performed by GIS.

Question Type 2: How are different phenomena spatially related?

Using the GIS overlay feature, two or more data layers can be visualized simultaneously. Before computers and GIS, overlaying two or more data layers required combing two paper maps. Within a GIS, each layer is its own map, and each layer can be displayed or turned off with one click. Data for further statistical analysis of the relationships among variables can be generated from a GIS.

The ability to perform spatial queries separates GIS from other database management systems. Similar to other database systems, GIS can query attribute information, e.g., find all entities meeting certain conditions. GIS, however, can also query based on geographic location. It can find all roads that cross a certain river, all airports of a given type within certain weather conditions and pavement types, or all airline crash sites within 5 miles of a coastline and involving greater than 10 fatalities. Standard database software may be able to find all entities within a given state, but only if there is a field within the table that defines state. A GIS can perform the same query even if the state-identifier field is absent.

Question Type 3: What areas lie within a given travel time, cost, or distance of a point, line, or polygon?

Buffering allows a user to lock a reference object (point, line, or polygon) and subsequently select other objects that lie within a predefined buffer distance, time, or cost. A similar analysis can be performed as a query; the difference is, a buffer operation creates a new data layer, whereas a query would select a subset of a preexisting data layer. The simplest buffers
are based on the Euclidean distance around an object, but buffering can also be based on a field effect or on the shortest path on a network.

**Question Type 4: How many potential users exist within reach of a particular transportation system?**

By combining the buffering and overlay functions, GIS is uniquely well-suited to address questions of accessibility because of its ability to link point and areal data with network information. Detailed spatial data on population, employment, and location of facilities are available from a variety of local, state, and federal agencies. Land use data are available from zoning maps and remotely sensed satellite imagery. Using GIS, point or areal data on the locations of people and firms can be related to the points and lines representing transportation stations and links. Shaw [80] studied the Tri-Rail system of Broward County, Florida. He overlaid data on street networks, transit and feeder bus routes, and Tri-Rail stations with employment data for traffic analysis zones and major employers. Using travel time data for the various modes on different parts of the network, he used GIS to estimate the number of jobs within a 25-minute bus ride and 2000-foot walking distance of each Tri-Rail station.

**Question Type 5: What areas have one or more zones in common?**

GIS can perform a variety of spatial operations on two layers that are overlaid on each other. One layer can be clipped to match the extent of the other layer. *Intersection* or *union* operations can be performed on the polygons of two different layers to create new polygon layers that split or combine the boundaries of one layer based on those of the other layer. A *dissolve* operation aggregates features sharing the same value of a particular attribute, which could be used to create a new layer consisting of, say, all segments of a particular interstate highway.

**Question Type 6: What are the characteristics of the area surrounding a place, and where are the local maxima and minima?**

One needs only the “sort” command of a spreadsheet or database to find the maximum or minimum values of some variable. GIS, however, can find the local maxima and minima points of a raster grid of cells using neighborhood analysis. Users specify the size and shape of the spatial neighborhood, such as all cells sharing a border with a cell, or all cells sharing a border or corner, or all cells such that their centroid lies within 5 Euclidean miles. By centering such a neighborhood on each and every cell, neighborhood analysis can calculate, for each cell, the maximum or minimum value for all cells within their neighborhood. By checking if the center cell’s value is higher [lower] than the values of all cells in its neighborhood, GIS can determine if the cell is a local maxima [minima] of the surface. Similar analyses can be done using averages, total, or other formulae, to study clustering or other neighborhood effects. The surface could be the topographic surface of the earth, or a spatial distribution such as income or population density.
**Question Type 7:** What are the best estimates for the missing values of a spatial distribution of data?

*Spatial interpolation* is the process of filling in missing values of a spatial data layer based on the known data values for a subset of locations. GIS includes some standard functions for spatial interpolation, and provides a platform for designing customized interpolation.

**Question Type 8:** How have geographical phenomena changed over time?

One of the research frontiers in GIS is how to incorporate time [73]. A standard process, however, is to have data layers for the same phenomena at different times. These can then be overlaid and the change from one time to another can be detected. This *change detection* operation is particularly important for satellite imagery, where analysts commonly look for changes in the environment or land use. Change detection has many applications within transportation, such as searching for new roads, new residences, deterioration of surfaces, increase of usage, etc.

**Question Type 9:** Where should a new transportation facility be located?

Locating an entire system of related facilities, such as warehouses, fire stations, schools, or maintenance facilities, is a combinatorial problem that is often best handled by methods, such as mathematical programming, that can deal with billions of potential solutions. Locating a single facility within a continuous planar space, however, is often best handled by a GIS [22]. GIS tends to be well-suited to the task if the facility uses a large amount of space, such as does an airport. If the facility has many complex interactions with the surrounding physical and human environment, GIS can be very useful. Evaluation of locations of new airports or expansions of existing airports would have to include all of the following spatial issues, and many others not listed here:

- noise contours;
- surrounding land values;
- surrounding land uses;
- heights of surrounding features vis-à-vis the flight paths;
- effect on surface traffic patterns;
- environmentally sensitive areas, such as wetlands;
- flight paths of migratory birds;
- local weather and climate;
- flood or earthquake zones; and
- accessibility of population and employment;

**Question Type 10:** What alignment should a new transportation corridor follow to connect two places?

GIS is well suited to the task of planning a road corridor between two locations. As in the previous question, it is not, on its own, equipped to systematically search the infinite solution space consisting of all possible corridors to find the single mathematically optimal solution. Yet it has two advantages over mathematical programming for this kind of research question. First, to
formulate such a problem using mixed-integer programming (see Section 6), a technique that can systematically search a huge solution space without enumerating all possible solutions, would require too many 0-1 variables for even the fastest computers to handle. Also, even with an impossibly large number of 0-1 variables, the road corridor would not be spatially smooth and accurate. Secondly, mathematical programming could not match GIS’s geographic accuracy.

GIS could address this kind of problem by serving as an expert system platform for drawing, testing, and improving corridor plans. Relevant data layers might include terrain, rock and soil types, sensitive environmental zones, land uses, already built-up areas, politically inhosptable (NIMBY) areas, industrial development zones, intervening populations, rivers to be bridged, mountains to be tunneled, etc. Cost calculations and demographic potential could be automatically calculated for each plan generated.

**Question Type 11: What will be the environmental impacts of a transportation project?**

Given the ability to simultaneously handle multiple data layers, GIS enables its users to understand and predict the effect of a transportation project on the environment. Environmental shocks caused by a new transportation projects are too numerous to mention, but they must be considered in concert with network benefits and financial costs. GIS can account for these factors and determine if there are more optimal alternatives that better serve both the environment and the users. In one case study, Bachman et al. [6] attempted to balance the mobility needs of a growing population with environmental protection, which presents numerous policy challenges. Within a GIS, they assigned certain ambient polluting activities to certain zones within a city. They were able to spatially contrast areas of engine-start emissions with areas of prolonged enginerunning emissions using specific road segment information within a GIS. As a result, they were able to equip policy makers with tools to monitor both spatial and temporal motor vehicle emission reduction strategies.

**Question Type 12: Which areas are suitable for a given activity?**

Optimal location analysis is critical in transportation decision-making, and GIS can assist in defining and analyzing the parameters that will lead to specific site consideration or rejection. In the case of a proposed new runway at Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport, planners needed to consider both flight path and radar interference from surrounding buildings and minimize noise levels in the surrounding residential areas [57]. To display the approach surface around the runways planners used 3D Analyst (a component within GIS that allows users to view spatial data in three dimensions). To assess noise pollution, GIS is used to identify the areas around the proposed runways where the noise levels will be least intrusive. Once flight-track areas that impact the fewest possible residents are identified they are matched up with runways where buildings don’t run interference for aircraft or radar; only then could local planners proceed with a recommendation to the Minneapolis airport.
**Question Type 13: How do the answers to other research questions depend on the units of spatial analysis?**

In GIS-T, analysts use data based on preset geographic boundaries, such as states, counties, census blocks or tracts, air space, etc. Combining these can be done in several ways that lead to different zonation schemes. Other polygons may be created by the agency, such as traffic analysis zones (TAZ), in a variety of ways. Likewise, defining the size, shape, orientation, and starting point of a raster grid of cells can be done in countless different ways. It has long been recognized that definition of the zones is a potential source of error that can affect spatial studies that utilize aggregate data sources [92]. In GIS, this issue is called the *Modifiable Area Unit Problem (MAUP)*. The computing power within a GIS raises the level of complexity with respect to zone assignments, yet GIS also enables a user to quickly change the zoning system (thereby aggregating the data differently) and rerunning the analysis (Miller and Shaw 2001). There is no “correct” way to partition transportation zones, but understanding how results differ depending on the zone sizes is an important concept in GIS.

**D. Spatial Decision Support Systems**

Davis and Elnicki [26] note that “when different people are faced with the same problem, they will adopt a range of decision-making strategies.” Spatial decision support systems (SDSS) are explicitly designed to facilitate a flexible decision research environment using geographic information [27]. SDSS empowers analysts and decision-makers to:

- refine the problem definition and data, and
- generate and evaluate alternative solutions rather than a single final answer.

SDSS integrates database management system, analytical models, table and graph generators; map display, and a user interface. SDSS adds prescriptive and predictive functions to the GIS spatial data management and visualization platform. The visualization and reporting capabilities of SDSS allow decision-makers to participate more in the analysis process, while the flexibility of the software system allows analysts and decision-makers to progress towards a better problem definition and solution [18, 27].

By combining a GIS-T with the other methods reviewed in the sections to come, SDSSs can be created that are able to answer many network-related questions. SDSS applications can address overall and nodal connectivity, shortest paths, alternative routing, network flow, network efficiency, network equilibrium, location of a system of facilities, and allocation of places to service facilities. These GIS tools often originate in modeling fields outside of GIS, such as graph theory or mathematical programming, but have been incorporated into most standard GIS software packages.

An SDSS for GIS-T adds real value to network analysis when it combines transportation data with non-transportation data. Referring once again to the overlay functionality that distinguished GIS from other database analysis techniques, network analysis within a GIS can incorporate environmental, economic, and political data layers, which can improve the understanding of things like facility location or land-use interaction, and lead to a more complete grasp of the effect transportation policy has on social welfare. After all, with the increasing interaction between humans and their physical world, transportation analysis has to account for more externalities than ever before.
4. Static Graph Theory

A. Definition

Static graph theory provides a suite of tools researchers can use to analyze the topology of unchanging (static) networks. The fundamental tool of static graph theory is the concept of a network as a graph, or matrix. The matrix representing the network can be manipulated mathematically with a series of network measures [79]. Static graph theory measures networks two ways: 1) by applying a series of full-network measures to a matrix in order to understand the structural properties of the network, and 2) by mathematically manipulating the matrices through matrix multiplication, giving a clear picture of the network’s "internal spatial structure" [87]. These network measures give a basic picture of the type of network being analyzed. Although graph theory is hardly cutting edge (very little has been added to the literature since the mid-1960s), it is such a basic measure of network structure that any comparison of methods for analyzing network topologies must begin here.

In the matrix representation of a network, rows in the matrix are origin nodes $i$ while columns in the connectivity matrix $C$ are the destination nodes $j$. An existing link between two nodes is represented by a “1” and all other cells are a “0.” This matrix is referred to as a connectivity ($C$) matrix. Undirected networks are represented by symmetrical matrices, while directed networks (digraphs) are asymmetrical. In planar networks (such as the interstate highway system) where all edges in the metric are on the same plane, intersections of edges must be accompanied by a vertex. For example, highway intersections are (almost) always accompanied by interchanges. Non-planar networks (such as the airline system) allow for edges to cross without intersecting at a vertex. An example of this would be airline network where aircraft are at different altitudes during flight.

B. Model Typology Classification

i. Function – Graph theory describes the structure of networks.

ii. Composition – Graph theory is a mathematical model that translates a spatial network into mathematical terms.

iii. Mechanism – Graph theory is a black box model because cause and effect are not modeled.

iv. Spatial – Graph theory, by definition, is a network-based spatial model.

v. Temporal – Most graph theory is static, although random graph theory allows additions over time.

vi. Certainty – Static graph theory is deterministic; random graph theory is stochastic.

vii. Mathematical Relationships – Can be linear or nonlinear.

viii. Resolution – Networks are broken down into their component parts, but the output is either a disaggregated measure per node or an aggregated measure for the whole network.
C. Literature Review: Research Questions

Question Type 1: Which nodes in a network are the most accessible and best connected to other nodes?

A simplistic answer to this question is provided by the degree of a node $i$, which is represented by:

$$\sum_{j=1}^{n} c_{ij}$$

and is simply the sum of the links connecting to a node. The ratio of the node degree to the total number of links gives the node’s “share” of the network. Taaffe et al. [87] note, however, that putting too much emphasis on a node’s degree in terms of analysis can be misleading, because the degree measures only direct linkages. Various methods have been developed to create more meaningful measures of nodal accessibility based on the following principles [87]:

1. Direct and indirect linkages: Methods should recognize that it is possible to move from one node to another even if no direct link between them exists by traveling along indirect routes via other nodes.
2. Attenuation: Methods should discount indirect routes relative to direct routes.
3. Multiple paths: Methods should give credit for the existence of alternative routes.
4. Redundancy: Methods should correct for alternative routes containing meaningless back-and-forth loops.
5. Topological distance vs. length: Methods should be able to measure connectivity to other nodes in terms of the actual length of all the arcs in a route, or in terms of the number of hops or legs.
6. Circuity: This is similar to attenuation, but for length rather than number of links.
7. Unequal node size: Methods should account for the size of nodes.

Indirect linkages and multiple paths can be modeled with a Total Accessibility, or $T$-matrix. The $T$-matrix is produced by matrix multiplication and gives a picture of how many paths exist between vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$ for a given number of edges in the path. Multiplying the connectivity matrix $C$ (referred to here as $C^l$) by itself yields a $C^2$ matrix. In the $C^2$ matrix, the values for each O-D pair represent the number of original paths from $v_i$ to $v_j$ for any two-edge trip in the network. Multiplying $C^2$ by $C^l$ gives the number of original paths from any O-D pair for any 3-hop trip in the network. Multiplying the matrix in full, that is, until all connectable O-D pairs have at least one path, gives us the $C^n$-matrix. In order to find the $T$-matrix, we use the equation:

$$T = C^l + C^2 + C^3 + ... + C^n$$

where $n$ is the topological diameter of the network (the maximum number of hops between any two nodes). Summing across the rows indicates the number of ways $v_n$ can reach all nodes in the network, but does not correct for attenuation, redundancy, length, or node size.
Garrison [35] introduced a scalar weighting system that accounts for attenuation by assigning lower weights to paths with more links. Shimbel [81] eliminated both attenuation and redundancy by generating a D-matrix that records only the number of hops in the shortest topological path between any pair of nodes. An L-matrix of shortest-path lengths between all pairs of nodes can be generated with another type of matrix manipulation; the end result is similar to an optimal shortest path algorithm. Summing across the rows of the D- and L-matrices will yield the total number of hops or the total length to move from that particular node to all other nodes in the network. Kansky [50] developed measures of circuitry for individual nodes, based on the difference between Euclidean distances and network shortest paths.

Finally, the topological distances in D or lengths in L can be mathematically combined with variables representing the size of the nodes to generate measures of each node’s accessibility to the distributed population in the other nodes of the network [46]. By summing across all destination nodes, one can generate a measures known as the population potential of a node, given by:

$$V_i = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{P_j}{d_{ij}}$$

(3)

where $V_i$ is the “population potential” and $P_{ij}$ is the population of the node.

**Question Type 2: How do networks compare in terms of connectivity?**

Various measures have been developed to characterize the connectivity of an entire network rather than a single node within it. These methods provide a basis for comparing networks of different sizes, modes, times, and places.

A minimally connected network, or tree, is a network with no circuits, where the removal of any edge would produce two unconnected subgraphs. The equation is given by:

$$e_{\text{min}} = v - 1$$

(4)

where $e$ represents the number of edges in our network, and $v$ the number of vertices in our graph. Most of the measures that follow are based on the insight that each additional edge added to a tree network produces one additional circuit. A maximally connected network is a network where every vertex is connected to all other vertices. For an undirected nonplanar graph the equation is as follows:

$$e_{\text{max}} = v (v - 1) / 2$$

(5)

For digraphs, in which arcs are not necessarily two-way, the equation becomes:

$$e_{\text{max}} = v (v - 1)$$

(6)

The number of edges in a maximally connected planar network is represented by the expression:

$$e_{\text{max}} = 3(v - 2)$$

(7)
The *gamma index* uses (6) or (7) to summarize how relatively connected a network is. Its value ranges from 0 to 1 (using, of course, the proper equation for maximally connected networks for planar and non-planar networks, respectively).

$$\gamma = \frac{e}{e_{\text{max}}} \quad (8)$$

One of several similar measures is the *beta index*, which measures the average number of edges per vertex, and has a minimum value of zero.

$$\beta = \frac{e}{v} \quad (9)$$

**Question Type 3: Is the network infrastructure adequate to serve the area or population?**

A limitation of all of the full-network measures under Question Type 3 is that they take into account topology only, not scale or density. *Network density* is a measure of the total network length $L$ (all links added together) per some base variable $B$.

$$\text{ND} = \frac{L}{B} \quad (10)$$

The default base variable $B$ is the area of the region in question. Development organizations such as the World Bank often use arable land area as the base, or even a nonspatial measure such as millions of inhabitants. The World Bank frequently uses network density to compare networks across countries and to identify needs to invest in more transport infrastructure. Another measure of the scale of a network is the *eta index*:

$$\eta = \frac{\text{total network miles}}{\text{total number of links}} \quad (11)$$

**Question Type 4: How are movement and economic activity related to network structure and nodal accessibility?**

It is a common hypothesis that better connectivity and accessibility are associated with improved economic performance. Researchers have explored the statistical relationships between full-network measures and various national development indicators (Garrison and Marble [36, 37]). Similarly, hubbing (and therefore a higher degree of nodal accessibility) has been correlated with export-oriented development in Southeast Asian countries [17]. Bowen also illustrated the important role of the state in using transportation as an economic development tool, using the SE Asian government’s competition for regional hub-status during the recent financial crisis. Chou [21] outlines the impact of deregulation in the US airline industry and economic performance, specifically noting the changes in network structure with increased hubbing and the economic performance of those hub cities. He cautions, however, that the research implies no correlation.
D. Integration with GIS.

Integrating static graph theory with a GIS opens up the opportunity for increased ease of use and data management. Networks are represented visually in a GIS as points and lines, whereas in a more standardized method of network analysis (such as typical graph analysis) use a matrix format that becomes cumbersome with large networks. Within a GIS, links and edges can easily be removed and added, and measures recalculated. Properties of sub-graphs of the larger graph can be explored. Another advantage is that GIS can produce more accurate values for distances between nodes. Finally, GIS can make it very easy to calculate network density in terms of land, arable land, or population.

5. Complex Networks

A. Definition

Complex network theory, or the “new science of networks” [9] is the study of the structure of interaction networks and their evolution based on the assumption that new linkages are formed under a set of probabilistic governing principles based on the distribution of existing linkages [97, 98]. Network formation according to these governing principles has resulted in striking similarities in network topologies found across a broad spectrum of interaction networks: protein interaction networks, the Internet [11], e-mail networks, academic citation webs [12, 63, 74], business networks [88, 99], ecological networks, and sexual and disease networks.

The term “interaction networks” is used here to refer to networks in which a linkage is defined by interaction of some kind between the two nodes. The term “interaction network” helps distinguish these networks from “hardware networks” consisting of physical connections such as roads, railways, or telecommunications wires.

Within the domain of complex network theory lie both small-world theory and scale-free network theory. It is important to note that small-world theory and scale-free theory are not one and the same, although the terms are sometimes used interchangeably. The chief underpinnings of small-world networks are 1) a small network diameter, as in “six degrees of separation” between any two people, and 2) a high degree of clustering [86, 97]. In scale-free networks, on the other hand, there are many nodes with few links and few nodes with many links—in fact the probability distribution of nodes per link follows a power-law functional form. In addition, in scale-free networks, new links are more likely to attach to nodes that already have many links—the so-called preferential attachment rule [2, 8]. These rules, it is thought, capture something fundamental in the way that interaction patterns drive network formation patterns in the real world.

B. Model Typology Classification

i. Function – Complex network models can be descriptive or predictive. The descriptive functions describe the degree of clustering or the shape and steepness of the power law distribution. The predictive functions predict new node attachment.

ii. Composition – Complex network theory translates the network into mathematics.
iii. Mechanism – The process of new node attachment is modeled as a black-box relationship. It is known that an input (higher node degree) usually leads to an output (new nodes attaching), but the mechanism by which this occurs is not explicit in the model.

iv. Spatial – Surprisingly, complex network theory’s representation of space is topological but not geographical. The location of the nodes in longitude and latitude, their proximity to each other, and the length of the arcs are all irrelevant.

v. Temporal – The description of complex networks is static, while the prediction of new node attachment is dynamic.

vi. Certainty – The description of complex networks is deterministic, while the prediction of new node attachment is stochastic.

vii. Mathematical Relationships – Most of the relationships modeled in complex network theory are nonlinear.

viii. Resolution – Networks are broken down into their component parts, but the output is either a disaggregated measure per node or an aggregated measure for the whole network.

C. Literature Review: Research Questions

Question Type 1: What are the topological characteristics of interaction networks?

Intrinsic in the structure of a complex network, as opposed to a random network, lattice network, or point-to-point network akin to Southwest Airlines, is the power-law distribution of node degree. In a static snapshot of a complex network, we find that a few nodes have a great number of incoming links, while most nodes have only a few or one. This probability distribution of link attachment is described by a power-law node-degree distribution [10]:

\[ P(k) \sim k^{-\gamma} \]  

where \( k \) is the number of links and \( \gamma \) is the scaling exponent. The Barabási-Albert Model gives the value of \( \gamma = 2.9 \pm 1 \), although networks considered to be scale free have had a range from 2.3 for movie actor networks [10] to \( \sim 5 \pm 1 \) for various sexual networks [56].

Question Type 2: Where are linkages most likely to be added?

The power-law distribution is explained by the way scale-free networks evolve. In scale-free network theory, the probability of links being added to a node is proportional to the number of links the node already contains. This is known as the Preferential Attachment rule:

\[ \Pi(k_i) = \frac{k_i}{\sum_j k_j} \]  

Small-world networks are characterized by a high degree of clustering. The clustering coefficient \((C)\) is related to the propensity for two linked nodes to have a common neighbor to which both are linked. \((C)\) can be estimated by:
Question Type 3: How many linkages are required in paths connecting nodes of the network?

Perhaps the most well-known trademark of small-world and scale-free theory is the property of small network diameter found in these types of networks. Network diameter is the path length between any two nodes in the network. Most studies of small-world networks, dating back to Stanley Milgram’s “six degrees of separation” have used the average path length definition rather than the maximum path length that is more traditional in random graph theory. Regular Erdős-Rényi random graphs have an average diameter that can be approximated by:

\[ d \sim \ln N \]  

where \( d \) is the estimated average diameter of the network and \( N \) represents the number of nodes in the network. A recent paper by Cohen and Havlin [23] found that scale-free networks display behavior that is consistent with:

\[ d \sim \ln(\ln N) \]  

for networks with degree distribution \( P(k) \propto k^{-\gamma} \), where \( 2 \leq \gamma \leq 3 \). The Floyd–Warshall shortest-path algorithm can estimate the maximum path length. There is much debate about the significance of small diameter (\( L \)) in relation to small-world networks, as a small network diameter can also occur in many random networks of similar size.

Question Type 4: How vulnerable are complex networks to attack and failure?

Perhaps the most useful discovery in research about complex networks is that small-world and scale-free networks illustrate both great resiliency and vulnerability. Compared with networks with a Poisson-shaped node degree distribution, complex networks illustrate a higher resiliency to random attack and a higher vulnerability to a directed attack. Barabási [9] cites a number of instances of vulnerability when scale-free networks, including regional power-grid failures and attacks on online retailers, fell victim to a directed attack on highly connected nodes. The subsequent failures cascaded through the network, leading to near-total temporary collapse of the systems. Other researchers have noted that, had the national airline system not been shutdown by the FAA on September 11th, the nation’s airline system would have ground to a halt within a few days anyway due to the closure of airports in New York and Washington, D.C.

The root of this vulnerability to failure and attack is, of course, in the degree distribution. Using simulation models, Albert et al. [9] found that eliminating the top 5% of most-connected nodes can double the network diameter. Removing the top nodes may also disconnect single nodes and smaller clusters of nodes from the rest of the network.
The same power-law degree distribution is behind the resilience of scale-free networks to attacks on random nodes. Due to the skewed nature of the node degrees in the network, there is a far greater chance that nodes with very few links will be attacked or experience failure in a random attack.

**Question Type 5: What is the best point of attack on a complex network?**

This question is very similar to Question Type 4. It simply looks at it from an offensive rather than defensive point of view. In some cases, researchers are looking to disable a complex network, such as a network of hackers; protein interactions in a cancer cell; criminal networks, etc. The approach, quite simply, has been to target the node(s) with the highest degree, i.e., the greatest number of links.

**Question Type 6: What are the optimal strategies for dealing with a catastrophic failure or attack?**

This research question is closely related to the previous two. The question is from the defensive standpoint after an attack or failure has occurred. Motter and Lai [66] and Motter [67] discussed the cascading failure effects, whereby an attack at a key node can propagate quickly through the network, as with a disease or computer virus. They found that an attack on a 5,000 node network simulation rendered 3,000 nodes inoperable [66]. Motter furthermore showed that the quick removal of key nodes that are topologically “close” to the source of the attack is the best strategy to prevent catastrophic failure of system. This is analogous to an act of quarantine, whereby a few nodes are sacrificed (and possibly the connectivity of the entire graph) in order to save a larger portion of nodes in disparate sub-graphs.

**Question Type 7: Which transportation networks have scale-free or small-world properties, and if so, why?**

Both the airline network [43] and sections of the ocean-shipping network [76] display properties consistent with scale-free topology. Guimerà et al. [43] contend that the most efficient organization for an airline network from the standpoint of minimizing lag-time between flights is a star-shaped hub pattern. Regional airline networks can be organized in a perfect hub topology, but larger airline networks overcrowd the hub. Given the limited capacity of any airport, a multiple-hub topology evolves in order to deal with the volume of flights, leading to a scale-free distribution. Guimerà et al. [43] empirically illustrated that the international airline network is scale-free. They also show that the most connected nodes (the global hubs) are not necessarily the most centrally located, where centrality is defined by the number of shortest paths that pass through a node.

Preliminary results from an ongoing investigation by [76] indicate that the network of domestic ocean shipping routes in the United States are scale-free and have a degree distribution of $P(k) \sim 3 \pm 0.1$. When broken down by vessel type (barge, container carrier, bulk carrier), the networks have a degree distribution $P(k) \sim 4.5 \pm 0.2$. 
D. Integration with GIS

In complex network theory, topological connectivity of nodes matters, but geographic location of nodes does not. Software designed to make topological maps of scale-free networks, such as GraphViz, ignores the node’s spatial location. Integrating scale-free network analysis with GIS has the potential to open new and important avenues for research.

For instance, by locating the nodes and links in geographic space, they can be related to other spatial data layers, such as population, topography, climate, political boundaries, rivers, military facilities, environmentally sensitive areas, and countless other phenomena. Node weights or untenable links could be determined by linking these different data sets.

A key idea is the integration of layers into the network, where various sub-graphs (such as the mobility layer, operator layer, and others from Alexandrov et al. [3]) can be separated for analysis from the all-inclusive network file representing the complete graph. Isolating these graphs provides numerous opportunities for analysis.

Links and nodes could be selected based on GIS spatial functions such as spatial intersection with certain polygon features or lying within a certain buffer around a feature. Links and nodes could also be selected based on querying the underlying database for certain attributes of the nodes and links, such as mode, carrier, national affiliation, engine type, length, size, etc.

As discussed in the static graph theory section, the standard benefits of incorporating GIS into other network-analysis methods also apply here. Data management capabilities could be applied to editing nodes and links, joining data sets, storing attributes, aggregating or disaggregating polygons, and visualizing spatial relationships.

6. Mathematical Programming

A. Definition.

This section focuses on mathematical programming approaches to transport network applications. Mathematical programming is the study of methods for defining and solving constrained optimization problems. Mathematical programming problems include linear, integer, mixed-integer, multiobjective, nonlinear, and dynamic programming problems. Linear programming (LP) is the simplest and most prominent type of mathematical programming model, and will be used as the basis of this overview. The other methods, including heuristic algorithms for solving the same kinds of problems, will be discussed as they relate to, or differ from, LP. On a broader level, mathematical programming is part of a field known variously as Operations Research (OR) or Management Science (MS) OR/MS encompasses a wide variety of quantitative decision making methods of which LP is generally the most prominent.

A linear program is composed of an objective function, constraints, and decision variables. The objective function represents a value to be maximized (such as profit or coverage of demand) or minimized (such as cost). Constraints define which solutions are feasible and
which are not (a scheduling problem might be constrained by the number of aircraft available). The optimal solution is the best solution that does not violate any of the constraints.

Compared with other prescriptive models, linear programming has the advantage of always finding an optimal solution. Solving a linear program can be very computationally intensive, however. The time and memory space required generally grows exponentially with the size of the program: the number of variables (especially integer variables) and constraints. Even with the speed and power of modern computers, a large program can take days or even longer to solve, or may not solve at all. To overcome this hurdle, researchers often develop heuristic algorithms, based on techniques such as Lagrangean relaxation [25, 75], out-of-kilter algorithms [25], greedy algorithms [25], genetic algorithms [29], tabu search [78, 82], or simulated annealing [33, 53]. While heuristics are not guaranteed to be optimal, they often can find optimal or near-optimal solutions to far larger problems, or solve the same size problems far more quickly.

**B. Model Typology Classification**

1. **Function** – Linear programs are always prescriptive, they are designed to help choose a course of action. While the description of a LP problem given above has only a single objective, LP can also be used to solve *multiple objective* problems. Generally, two (or more) objective functions are defined and combined into one by giving them different weights, or converting all but one into constraints. Solving the problem with a succession of different weights or different constraint limits can define a series of Pareto-optimal solutions (solutions for which neither objective can be increased without decreasing the other). One important note—while mathematical programs are always prescriptive, heuristic algorithms can seek an equilibrium rather than an optimum.

2. **Composition** – All linear programs are mathematical models.

3. **Mechanism** – Mathematical programs can be process-response, black box or hybrid, depending on the intended use, available data and the complexity of the model.

4. **Spatial** – Mathematical programs can treat locations or areas as discrete sites or as a network. Heuristic algorithms are better suited for dealing with continuous planar space because they do not necessarily require an input of all possible locations before the model is solved, as does a linear program. Most models applicable to the airline network are, of course, network models, though there are a few exceptions.

5. **Temporal** – Mathematical programs can be either static or dynamic. Dynamic models usually use discrete timescales. Continuous dynamic problems, in which events can occur at any moment in time, are notoriously difficult to model using LP. Dynamic problems can also be solved with dynamic programming, a method specifically designed to handle decisions that are linked through time. In dynamic programming problems, the problem is divided into stages, with decisions required at each stage. Each stage has a number of states associated with it. *Dynamic programming* makes problems tractable by making the decisions at a given stage dependent only on the current state, not on the previous states or previous decisions. The approach is to solve a multi-period problem by breaking it up into smaller problems that are solved recursively forward or backward.
vi. Certainty – Linear programs are deterministic. The coefficients within the objective function and constraints must be given. There are, however, ways to incorporate probability into deterministic linear programs. Chance-constrained programming, for instance, aims to satisfy constraints a certain percentage of the time [20]. The probability function on which this is based, however, is evaluated outside of the linear program, and a deterministic value corresponding to that probability is then input into the LP. Other probabilistic LP models may weight outcomes depending on their likelihood. Heuristic models, on the other hand, can be stochastic in the pure sense of not yielding the same solution every time. Queueing theory can be incorporated into models that have come to be known as “simulation-optimization,” in which a master program iterates between an optimization module that chooses values of decision variables, and a simulation module that evaluates the probable performance of those decisions [15, 34].

vii. Mathematical Relationships – Implicit in the term, “linear programming” is that all of these functions must be linear. Neither the objective nor any of the constraints can multiply one variable by another or use exponents. There is a related category of nonlinear programming that allows nonlinear objectives and constraints. Nonlinear programs are more difficult to solve than linear ones; many of the techniques used to solve linear programs are not applicable. Integer programming is a subset of LP. In many problems, one or more of the variables can only logically take on integer values; one cannot build a fraction of a new runway or a fraction of an aircraft and then use that fraction of its capacity. Integer programs (IP) confine their variables to integer values, while mixed integer programs (MIP) use both continuous and integer variables. Ensuring that you find the best all-integer solution can be quite difficult, and generally adds considerably to the processing time. Heuristic methods are often employed for this reason. Programs that restrict a variable’s value to 0 or 1 (Boolean or binary variables) are a subset of IP.

viii. Resolution – The resolution of a linear program can be either aggregate or individual, depending on the model. While most hubbing models are aggregate, with a single point representing all travel demand for an entire region, crew-scheduling models generally deal with an individual or very small group.

C. Literature Review: Research Questions

Question Type 1: Where should facilities be located?

Mathematical programming is widely used to optimally locate systems of facilities. Whereas GIS may be well suited to locating a single facility, math programming is better suited to combinatorial problems in which one must locate \( p \) facilities out of \( n \) nodes. Many location problems are defined to locate facilities either at nodes of a transportation network, or anywhere along the arcs of a network. We refer readers to Daskin [25] or similar texts for the range of possible problems, many of which could be applied to the airline industry.
Question Type 2: How should (or will) traffic flow over a network?

This question is answered by traffic assignment models. The usual inputs are a trip table consisting of the flow demand between all origin-destination pairs, and relationships defining the cost (or travel time) and capacities of different arcs of the network. There are two main versions of this problem. If the traffic flows are dictated by a single managing entity, it is usually formulated as a cost-minimization model. If independent network users (such as drivers) determine the traffic flows, the problem is usually approached as a static equilibrium problem [58]. The usual “Wardropian” equilibrium condition is that no user can reduce his cost or time of travel by switching routes. While this is a predictive rather than a prescriptive problem, the heuristic solution methods bear much in common with other mathematical programming approaches.

Question Type 3: Which links should be added to a network?

This problem, known generally as the network-design problem, results from combining a traffic assignment model with a facility location model in which the facilities are new or expanded links. A network design model usually minimizes the combined costs of building and using a network. Magnanti and Wong [61] provide a comprehensive, if somewhat dated, review of the network design literature.

Question Type 4: What is the optimal design for hub-and-spoke network? What is the optimal location of airline hubs?

The location and assignment of hubs in a hub-and-spoke system is a topic of great interest to airlines and overnight delivery companies. Facility location and network design can be treated as two separate questions (see above), but they are often intertwined. Hub location and network design have been the topic of a great number of OR papers. Work on these problems actually predates the adoption of the hub-and-spoke model for air transport under the guise of locating warehouses or other centralized distribution facilities.

One of the aspects of airline/overnight delivery hub-and-spoke networks that makes them more complex than warehousing problems is the interaction between multiple hubs. O’Kelly [69] formulated a general form of the multiple-hub location problem as a non-linear quadratic integer program (QIP). The practical difficulties involved in solving a QIP led Klinciewicz [59] and Aykin [5] to present various heuristic algorithms for solving the multiple-hub problem. Linear versions of the multi-hub location problem, which are easier to solve, have been put forward by Cambell [19] as well as Sohn and Park [83] who derived a linear formulation of O’Kelly’s QIP.

O’Kelly and Miller [70] recognized that the hubbing problem could be divided into four sub-problems: (1) locating the hub(s); (2) allocating nodes to hubs; (3) determining inter-hub linkages; and (4) routing traffic though the network. Since these four sub-problems are interdependent, a global optimum solution would require solving them simultaneously, which can be difficult and time-consuming for large networks.
Many researchers have concentrated on the second sub-problem. O’Kelly and Lao [71] developed a model for allocating nodes to hubs in a multi-modal express delivery system. Sohn and Park [83] examine both single (hubs are allocated exclusively to a single node) and multiple (hubs are allocated to multiple nodes depending on the origin/destination of the flow) allocation problems. Kuby and Gray [55] developed a model for a single hub network that allows stopovers and feeder service. Barnhart and Schneur [13] developed one of the most comprehensive treatments of assignment and schedule design for a hub-and-spoke system in the OR literature, including stopovers, ground and air feeder service, hub capacity constraints, and multiple aircraft types. A large carrier has adopted this model and integrated it into a decision support system. Models developed with practical applications in mind generally emphasize short solution times in the face of very large problems. The formulation described by Armacost, Barnhart and Ware [4], for instance, can optimize UPS’s next day air network in less than two hours.

Although most hub location problems are designed to serve a fixed demand at minimum cost, other objectives are not unknown. Dobson and Lederer [30], for instance, propose a LP-based heuristic that maximizes profit in a competitive environment. Marianov, Serra and ReVelle [62] have a similar model that maximizes an airline’s traffic levels rather than profit.

**Question Type 5: Which type of network structure is best, and what parameters affect the optimal choice?**

With the rise of Southwest Airlines and its greater use of a point-to-point network structure, an obvious question that arises is whether hub-and-spokes or point-to-point (direct) is the best structure. Yang and Kornfeld [104] developed a mixed-integer programming model to design an air freight network, which allowed them to compare hub-and-spokes with other network designs. See also Lederer and Nambimadom [59] for a closed-form analytic model (not a mathematical programming model) for calculating the costs for hub networks, direct networks, a complete tour, and a set of subtours, and for testing the sensitivity of the optimal choice to several parameters of the network, such as the number of cities, the demand, and the distances among cities.

**Question Type 6: What is the optimal schedule?**

While hub location and network design have been the most popular areas of airline-related LP research, aircraft scheduling problems have also attracted attention of the field. Balakrishnan, Chien and Wong [7] present a model for long-haul airline scheduling. Their model attempts to maximize profit in a network of intermediate stops between predefined origin and destination airports. Teodorović [89] proposes a model for designing a schedule that minimizes total cost while minimizing the likelihood of weather-related delays. Delay costs are calculated using the probability of a delay at a given airport, based on historical data.

**Question Type 7: What is the optimum way to recover from a schedule perturbation?**

Teodorović and Guberinić [90] developed a nonlinear integer program to minimize the total delay in a schedule after an aircraft becomes unexpectedly unavailable. Since the model is nonlinear, it is difficult to solve quickly. In order to be useful in practice, a schedule perturbation
model has to be solvable in a short amount of time. Yan and Tu [102] present a perturbation recovery model that can be solved in a short time for a realistically large problem. This model uses a network to represent time as well as space.

**Question Type 8: What is the optimal crew schedule?**

Given the complicated work rules that govern airline flight crews, creating a crew schedule that serves all of an airline’s flights at the minimum cost is an extremely complex task. Yan and Chang [101] developed an LP model to optimally schedule cockpit crews while Yan and Tu [103] presented a similar model for scheduling cabin crews. Like the Yan and Tu [102] schedule perturbation model, these models use a space-time network to represent both the spatial and temporal dimensions of scheduling.

**Question Type 9: What are the optimal flight and crew routings and schedule for an on-demand airline?**

Operators of on-demand air-taxi or shared-ownership systems face a complex daily planning problem. Customers request transport between a pair of airports for a given number of people within a particular time window, sometimes only a day ahead. Aircraft and crews must be allocated to these flights, and then reallocated to the next trip from there or somewhere else, or to rest or maintenance. Aircraft must be serviced periodically at maintenance facilities, while crews must receive adequate downtime each day while on the road and at prescribed intervals in their home town. Aircraft should spend as much time as possible on revenue-generating flights. This is the problem faced by Bombardier Aerospace, manufacturer and operator of the FlexJet® on-demand air transport system [48]. Bombardier was named a Finalist for the 2004 Franz Edelman Award for Management Science Achievement, given annually by the Institute for Operations Research and Management Science (INFORMS) for the modeling project with the greatest impacts on its client. Numerous airlines have been Finalists in the Edelman competition (see Interfaces’ annual Edelman Award issue), but this is the first Finalist from an on-demand airline.

**Question Type 10: What are the tradeoffs between multiple objectives of an optimization problem?**

Multiobjective optimization problems are those in which there are two or more objectives measured in different units (“apples and oranges”), and no agreed-upon conversion factor exists to convert all criteria into a single metric [24]. In these cases, multiobjective programming provides a set of tools to identify solutions that perform as well as possible on both objectives, and quantify the tradeoffs among the objectives. Multiobjective programming identifies solutions that are Pareto-optimal. Technically, a solution is Pareto-optimal if there is no other solution that performs at least as well on every criteria and strictly better on at least one criterion. That is, a Pareto-optimal solution cannot be improved upon without hurting at least one of the criteria. Solutions that are Pareto-optimal are also known in various literatures as nondominated, noninferior, or Pareto-efficient. A solution is not Pareto-optimal if one criterion can be improved without degrading any others. These solutions are known as dominated or inferior solutions. Multiobjective programming does not recommend any single solution as the best overall or best compromise, but it eliminates the dominated solutions and quantifies the tradeoffs involved.
between the nondominated solutions. A multiobjective model for air transport networks, developed by Flynn and Ratick [32], selects routes to be included in the Essential Air Services program so as to minimizes costs and maximizes coverage of population.

D. Integration with GIS

GIS is primarily used with mathematical programming as an input-output tool. GIS can be used to create networks and process data for use in formulations as well as allowing solutions to be presented visually, rather than in tables and text. GIS with integrated Management Science decision-making tools, including LP, is a type of Spatial Decision Support System (SDSS). Because GIS software can incorporate nonspatial databases, GIS can serve as a bridge between a corporation’s or agency’s Operations Research department and its other information systems.

Before LP models can be used to optimize decisions in the real world, they must be calibrated to ensure that they produce realistic results. Accurate data on supply, demand, cost, and capacity are essential to accurate models. The aforementioned ability of GIS to incorporate non-GIS databases can allow detailed information to be processed for the LP inputs.

Often, the key to calibration is greater spatial detail. In many transport systems, supply and demand are continuous spatial phenomena, with origins and destinations spread continuously over the landscape. LP models require discrete origins and destinations, which are created by aggregating all of the supply or demand within a polygon and representing that polygon by a centroid. Often, there are an infinite number of ways that continuous space can be subdivided into polygons. Optimal solutions often depend on the way in which space was subdivided. This is commonly known as the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem, and it is not confined to LP applications. The key point, however, is that integrating an LP model with a GIS can enable operations researchers to easily change the areal units when calibrating a model, so that the spatial allocations of each node is more realistic for the whole polygon represented by the node. Miller [64] touts GIS’s “unrealized potential for more sophisticated geometric representation in facility location problems,” and provides an integrated modeling framework for realizing this potential.

7. Simulation

A. Definition

A simulation model represents the form or process of a system and changes in its state over time. Simulation goes beyond most forms of mathematical modeling in that it represents all the major elements of the system, not just its inputs and outputs. There are numerous types of simulation models, but in this paper we focus on stochastic, queuing-type simulation models, which are widely used for transportation.¹

¹Another class of simulation model is known by its practitioners as systems dynamics models, but might be better classified as deterministic, aggregated stock-flow models to distinguish them from stochastic, disaggregated queuing models, which also model dynamic systems. Systems dynamics models are commonly used in economics, ecology, and demography to model the evolution of systems consisting of resource stocks and flows, positive and negative
At the most basic level, queuing-type simulation models are built of entities, resources, and queues. In essence, resources act, while entities are acted upon. If the entity is a passenger, the resources might include check-in counters or security checkpoints. If the entity is an aircraft, resources could be gates, taxiways, runways or airspace. Queues are “lines” of entities, such as people waiting at a security checkpoint or aircraft in the landing pattern. While they need not be physically lined up, they are a set of entities awaiting use of a resource that have some sort of specified service order (first-in-first-out, last-in-first-out, some sort of priority system, or even random choice). While not all transport systems have queues, they are a very common feature, if only because most transport systems will, at some point, have more entities to service than they have available resources.

In this paper, we make a distinction between what we call “systems-level simulations” and “agent-based simulations.” This section focuses on the former, while the following section focuses on the latter. Both types of simulation models meet the definition given in the first paragraph. The difference between them is that, in systems-level simulations, the system acts on the entities, whereas in an agent-based model, the entities (agents) act autonomously. Put differently, in the systems-level simulations, there is one set of rules (however complicated) governing the system, whereas in an agent-based simulation, different types of agents can have different sets of rules.

It is important to differentiate between a simulation and a simulator. Both involve representations of a system, but they differ in purpose. The primary objective of a simulation is to represent the system and to test it under various conditions. The primary goal of a simulator is to provide experience and training to an operator of the system. A simulation of the air traffic control system could be used to test changes in the system or its operating policies, while an air traffic control system simulator would be used to train air traffic controllers.

**B. Model Typology Classification**

*Purpose* – Simulation models are generally predictive, though they can also be used for explanatory or prescriptive purposes. When used predictively, they can test a system’s design, and its response to various conditions or operating policies. Simulations can also provide explanations of system behavior, especially in systems too complex to examine without the help of a model. Finally, simulations are also used to test the output of other, prescriptive methods, including optimization, expert judgment, or simple trial-and-error methods.

*Composition* – Most simulation models are mathematical, but some are physical (e.g., wave tank or wind tunnel) or analog (e.g., entities such as planes or cars represented by electric pulses on a specially designed chip).

*Mechanism* – Simulations are process-response models. However, simulation models often incorporate black box submodels to represent particular components of the system whose internal functions are not germane to the system as a whole.

feedback loops, and delays. Resource stocks and flows are usually modeled as aggregates of individuals and places, and numbers are usually treated as deterministic.
iv. Spatial – Simulation models can be spatial or nonspatial. Spatial simulations can treat space linearly, as a network, in two dimensions or in three dimensions.

v. Temporal – Simulation models are always dynamic. Most simulations use some form of discrete time. Some use regular time intervals, generating a new state of the system at regular intervals. Others use intermittent, event-driven timescales, where the simulation advances to the next random or scheduled event.

vi. Certainty – Queuing-type simulation models are generally stochastic, and are often run multiple times to determine typical outcomes.

vii. Mathematical Relationships – Simulation models can be either linear or nonlinear. They are generally better at handling nonlinearity than other methods, such as mathematical programming.

viii. Resolution – Queuing-type simulation models are usually disaggregate, with each entity representing something that cannot be easily divided into smaller units (such as a person or aircraft).

C. Literature Review: Research Questions

As a general rule, simulation models are used to answer what-if questions.

Question Type 1: What if an airline’s schedule is disrupted?

An example in the air transport field is what-if questions about schedule disruptions. Rosenberger et al. [77] developed the SIMAIR model to represent an airline’s daily operations. The model stochastically simulates events like weather delays and unscheduled maintenance, allowing users to see what effects these events can have on a schedule. Lee et al. [60] present a revised SIMAIR model, which includes a more modular design. In particular, it incorporates a better post-disruption recovery plan, based in part on OR models such as Teodorović and Guberinić [90]. The modular design also allows airlines to substitute their own recovery plans.

Question Type 2: How will airport capacity be affected if the airside facilities are changed?

Stamatopoulos, Zografos and Odoni [85] present a decision support system for use in airport strategic planning. Their system incorporates several simulation models of airside systems, including runway and apron capacity models. The runway model provides for a variety of configurations, including single, parallel dependent, parallel independent and intersecting runways (configurations with more than two runways can be simulated by combinations of these models). The system incorporates a black-box weather model, or it can “re-play” historic weather conditions.

D. Integration with GIS

Queuing-type simulation models are often integrated into decision support systems (DSS), the non-spatial progenitors of SDSS. Indeed, all of the simulation models referenced above were built as decision support system components. Using GIS to add a spatial context to
these systems is an obvious change, especially for transportation system models, which have inherent spatial aspects to begin with.

GIS could be used to track the spatial location of entities with greater precision and incorporate data about their surroundings into the simulation. Similarly resources could also be placed in their spatial context. Perhaps the greatest benefit of integrating spatial data with simulation models could be in more accurate queuing. For instance the model by Stamatopoulos, Zografos and Odoni [85] described above includes a queue between the runway and apron, where planes wait if no apron space is immediately available. If this queue is full, the model allows no further landings until space is available in the buffer. Realistically the space available might depend on where the aircraft exits the runway, which apron stand it is eventually destined for, and the size of each aircraft. All of these are spatial characteristics which could be modeled in a GIS as part of an SDSS.

8. Agent-Based Modeling

A. Definition

Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) is a new simulation modeling paradigm that focuses on modeling disaggregated activities and decisions, rather than modeling the system as a whole. Often called a bottom-up approach, the crux of ABM is that a group of entities (the “agents”) behave according to certain rules in the simulation. The agents in the model can be constructed hierarchically such that agents not only act on their own accord, but sets of agents contain common characteristics. An advantage of ABM is that the agents can learn during each iteration, changing their behavior throughout the simulation, hopefully producing a more realistic result [39].

Bonabeau [16] asserts that “ABM is a mindset more than a technology.” The mindset of ABM is to model individual agents’ behavior, and then let that behavior play out in a simulation that yields the aggregate net results of their interactions. Qualitatively, ABM illustrates how complex, nonlinear phenomena can be replicated from seemingly simple rules and actions by autonomous agents. ABM has been championed in the social sciences [14] for its real-world applicability, based on its ability to take what we know about humans and their preferences, incorporate these preferences into agents, and simulate how agents of different classes will interact. ABMs are well-suited for studying evolutionary processes based on individual behaviors.

B. Model Typology Classification

i. Purpose – Agent-based models themselves are predictive. They predict the aggregate state of a system consisting of multiple interacting agents at any given time. Like other simulation models, however, their results can be interpreted or applied for explanatory or prescriptive purposes. ABMs can also provide explanations of what kinds of individual decision rules produce which kinds of aggregate system results.
ii. Composition – Although nearly all agent-based models now are mathematical, some early models were done using human subjects who were instructed to follow certain rules.

iii. Mechanism – ABMs are process-response models, in that the processes through which a set of inputs (agents with rules, resource limits, etc.) produce a set of outputs (aggregate results, system performance) are explicitly represented in the model. Agent’s interactions with each other and their environment are explicitly modeled in an ABM. In fact, ABMs not only model agent interactions, but also explicitly model the decision process within each agent. Furthermore, agents in ABMs can be programmed to “learn,” based on feedback of previous agent experience. As such ABMs explicitly incorporate three different kinds of processes, including agent decision making, agents changing their decision making rules (learning), and agents interacting with other agents and their environment.

iv. Spatial – Agent-based models can be spatial or non-spatial. Spatial ABMs can treat space linearly, as a network, as a regular grid of cells, or as planar surface with irregular parcels.

v. Temporal – ABMs are always dynamic, and typically generate a new state of the system at regular time intervals.

vi. Certainty – ABMs can be deterministic or stochastic, depending on whether an agent’s decision rules dictate only one decision for any given set of conditions (deterministic), or a probability of making various decisions for the given conditions.

vii. Mathematical Relationships – Agent-based models can be either linear or nonlinear. They are generally better at handling nonlinearity than other methods, such as mathematical programming.

viii. Resolution – ABMs are by definition disaggregate. Individual agents are explicitly modeled as independent entities.

C. Literature Review: Research Questions

Question Type 1: How do vehicle operators interact on a network?

Agent-based models are particularly well suited to understanding how agents will interact in a given situation. Traffic flows, traffic congestion, and traffic accidents are the net result of the interactions of vehicle operators on a network. Peeta et al. [72] illustrate this technique for car and truck interactions, based on drivers’ characteristics and the propensity for a driver (of either a truck or a car) to become “uncomfortable” in situations encountered on a freeway. The situational factors that affect a driver’s discomfort in normal and high-risk situations, for drivers with different socioeconomic characteristics, were based on a stated preference survey. These were extrapolated into propensities or rules governing when a driver will become “uncomfortable” and how they will respond to various car-truck interactions on a highway. The model was run using one-second time intervals with vehicle speeds based on uniform probability distributions between 60 and 70 mph for cars and 55 to 65 mph for trucks. Simulations were run multiple times to get average behavior patterns.
Several ABM studies (e.g., Bonabeau [16]) have outlined the effects of human behavior at bottlenecks, and what ABM has to offer for problems of this nature. One application to transport networks is to model traffic congestion resulting from highway accidents. Another application could be to the loading and unloading of airline passengers and their carry-on luggage. Assigning agents functions of speed, responsiveness, and comfort in crowded situations with limited storage space could offer an appraisal of different embarkation/debarkation strategies. The time may be particularly ripe for this kind of study, given the imminent introduction of the A380, which will carry so many passengers that standard single door/jetway embarkation/debarkation procedures will be exceedingly time consuming.

Question Type 2: What types of trips will be made by which kinds of people at which times?

Neidringhaus [68] has used ABMs to estimate demand for air transport. Using passenger preference surveys, he developed set of trip-making rules for different types of passengers (business, pleasure, or otherwise). He then used an ABM to model the interactions among these different types of passengers in bidding for limited airline seats at different times. The results of such a model could be used to improve airline pricing schemes. Demand for on-demand, disaggregated air transport could be estimated using this method.

Question Type 3: How do people choose their routes to travel on a network?

With “learning” agents, passengers can learn from previous bad experiences in making certain choices. Positive experiences will cause the agent to repeat previous choices, while negative feedback will cause the agent to make a different choice. Dia [28] used ABM to model how drivers select their routes given real-time information about traffic. Similar models could be developed for air passenger routing choices, based on previous experiences with airline delays and limited information about alternative routes.

Question Type 4: How do different sets of agents of different classes within the air transport system interact with each other?

Different individual agents can be combined together to form higher-order classes in an ABM, resulting in a hierarchy of agents in the model. For example, agent classes could include coach passenger class, first-class passengers, frequent flyers, elite frequent flyers, pilots, crew, ground staff, management, and union organizers. These could be combined in a variety of ABMs to answer a wide range of research questions. Gaupp and Hill [38] used ABM to study air force pilot retention. A similar model might shed some light on the ongoing negotiations among Delta Airlines, its pilots, and the pilots union regarding the pension funds, early retirements, and other issues. A hierarchical model could be applied to the process of obtaining volunteers to give up their seats on overbooked flights.

Question Type 5: How do land use and transportation systems co-evolve?

Agent-based modeling has emerged as the leading method for predicting the co-evolution of linked land use and transportation systems. Models such as UrbanSim are used by
metropolitan planning organizations to forecast future urban growth. In UrbanSim, households and businesses make residential location choices, developers choose the locations, density, uses, and scale of developments, and governments decides where to build transportation links and other infrastructure investments, and set a variety of other policies. Land use-transportation ABMs produce forecasts for urban growth, transport network evolution, employment and population, land use plans, and policy change. Land use-transportation modeling is most highly developed for road transport: other modes can also have a considerable influence on land use that could be represented using ABM.

D. Integration with GIS

The combination of GIS and ABM is potentially very powerful [41]. The key benefit of combining the two is the ability to model spatially explicit agents. Agents can represent spatial units, such as owners of land parcels. Alternatively, the agents can be mobile but located at a particular location in space at a particular time. In either case, the marriage of ABM and GIS enables agents to interact with each other and their environment based on their location.

Various kinds of spatially explicit data in a GIS can add value to agent-based models:

- Transport demand is highly spatially dependent. An ABM can base the characteristics of its passenger agents on the socioeconomic characteristics of the spatial hinterlands of specific airports in the region.
- Weather phenomena are inherently spatial. An ABM application dealing with pilot responses to inclement weather could use GIS to represent the spatial aspects of weather phenomena with greater accuracy.
- The attractiveness of different places is an important variable for airline crew placement.
- Land use is obviously dependent on surrounding land uses, proximity to transport, physical characteristics of the land, and local/regional/national political conditions, among other factors.
- Because agent behavior will tend to be more influenced by nearby agents than more distant agents, behavioral changes will tend to have a spatial component.

The key attribute of GIS in all of these situations is management of spatial data and the ability to link agent behavior to their location and the various attributes of that location, which will yield more accurate results from the simulation.

9. Conclusions

Table 1 summarizes the preliminary findings of this report. It classifies each kind of model according to the dimensions defined in Chapter 2. In particular, we have attempted to distinguish between what a model actually does (its function) and how researchers use and interpret it. Table 1 also lists some types of network-related research questions that have been addressed by each kind of model. The lists of models, research questions, and references are provided as examples, and are not meant to be comprehensive or exhaustive.
Transportation-related research has been enhanced by the use of GIS, which enables its users to assimilate a variety of data types for simultaneous viewing and analysis. Blending various types of data together is critical for transportation research that must account for the associated socioeconomic and environmental factors. Transportation infrastructure decision-making demands that both network and non-network related data be considered. Furthermore, as the price tag of transportation network infrastructure escalates, spatial decision support systems, which integrate GIS spatial data management and visualization functions with predictive and prescriptive analytical models, provide a flexible decision-making environment to balance the social, financial, and environmental costs with overall network efficiency. GIS is improving safety, efficiency, and information flow to enrich transportation network topology analysis.

As Appendix 1 shows, there are an enormous variety of data layers that are related to different parts of the air transport system. The air transport system, like any other system, consists of the components of the system itself as well as its environment. In the case of air transport, the components exist at scales from local to global, while the environment consists of biological, geological, demographic, political, and economic layers. Many of these layers will come into play in evaluating some aspect or another of on-demand air transport networks, or some new business model not yet envisioned. By developing a spatially referenced GIS database, we would develop a framework for relating any part of the system or the environment to any other. GIS would also provide a platform for supporting almost any type of model and any type of research question by providing spatially accurate inputs and powerful visualization and data management capabilities.

Complex network theory has burst upon the scientific scene over the last five years, and there are reasons to believe it may offer insights for current and future air transport networks. A wide variety of interaction networks appear to share the same scale-free and small-world properties. At the continental scale, the entire passenger air transport network displays scale-free properties. Individual hub-and-spokes airlines, however, do not. Airlines employing the hub-and-spokes business model are threatened by bankruptcies that may be partly due to their network structure. Other airlines that use more of a point-to-point network and rely on less-congested airports on the metropolitan fringes have been gaining market share. Newer business models being pioneered by NetJets® and FlexJet®, based on distributed, on-demand flights by smaller aircraft, are challenging both the hub-and-spoke and point-to-point networks of the major airlines. There is a need for researchers to examine which network topology most closely fits the scale-free assumptions at the carrier, country, or continental levels of aggregation. It is also not yet understood if small network diameter and scale-free properties are desirable characteristics in an airline network.

On-demand air transport, which is most likely to have scale-free and small-world properties, offers several advantages and disadvantages. The smaller aircraft are able to utilize thousands of general-aviation airports across the North American landscape, offering a solution to the looming airport-capacity crisis. With cities in North America sprawling over enormous areas, utilization of a number of general-aviation airports offers greater convenience in terms of direct flights between points much closer to the ultimate origins and destinations, at the exact times the travelers wish to travel. These advantages, however, must be balanced against the loss
of economies of scale at larger airports and on larger aircraft. Safety may also be a concern, with thousands of additional aircraft crowding the skies.

There are a number of challenges to overcome before small-world and scale-free network theory can be practically applied to planning or operating an on-demand airline network. First, capacities have yet to be incorporated in complex network theory. Most networks investigated so far have been uncapacitated. There are no limits on the number of hyperlinks to Google® or the number of times an academic paper can be cited. Airports, aircraft, and airspace, on the other hand, have limited capacities. Given that demand for air travel is expected to triple, any planning model must be able to deal with capacity constraints. The hub sites with the greatest room for expansion are not necessarily the places where airlines would like to add more flights.

Second, scale-free network theory is descriptive and predictive. It has prescriptive implications for vulnerability analysis, but it is not clear how it can be used for planning a cost-efficient airline network. One of the most important research papers cited in this report is the paper by Hicks et al. [48] describing how the on-demand airline FlexJet® is using mathematical programming, not complex networks, to plan its flight and crew schedules for the next day. Their study was a Finalist for the prestigious Edelman Award given by the Institute for Operations Research and Management Science (INFORMS) in 2004.

What then can complex network theory contribute to planning efficient airline networks? One possibility might be to use it to predict traffic flows for on-demand airlines. Forecasted traffic flows are a necessary input to any prescriptive modeling. Complex network theory is able to describe and predict the existence of interaction links between nodes. The problem we foresee for forecasting traffic flows, however, is that the existence of an interaction link between two nodes implies only that the two nodes have interacted at some time, not that they will interact on a particular day. With on-demand airlines, the demand will be different every day, and as a result, the routings of aircraft and crews will be different every day. Over an extended period of time, complex network theory might be able to predict whether interaction will occur, but not on a daily basis. Nor is it equipped to predict the volume of interactions, which is necessary for planning networks.

The most widely used model for explaining and predicting flow volumes is the gravity model (Howrey [49]).

\[
I_{ij} = k \frac{P_i^\alpha P_j^\gamma}{d_{ij}^\beta}
\]

(17)

where \(I_{ij}\) is the flow volume from \(i\) to \(j\); \(P_i\) and \(P_j\) are the populations of \(i\) to \(j\) (or some other measures of their trip-generating and trip-attracting strength); \(d_{ij}\) is the distance (or other impedance factor) between \(i\) and \(j\); \(k\) is a fitted scaling constant; and \(\alpha\), \(\beta\), and \(\gamma\) are fitted exponents. Statistical analysis of gravity-type models has typically found \(R^2\) values greater than 0.9.

Reviewing the gravity model was beyond the scope of this paper because the gravity model deals with spatial flows, whereas this paper deals with network topology.
0.8, and that node size and distance are highly significant variables. Although the gravity model’s ability to predict short-distance air travel is problematic because of people’s tendency to switch modes, it still seems unlikely that complex network theory, without using node size or link distance, could match the gravity model’s predictive fidelity. A potential direction for future research might therefore be to modify scale-free and small-world network models to incorporate distance and/or node size and to predict not only the existence of links but also the volume of interactions. GIS represents the best platform for this effort, thanks to its spatial capabilities, including calculating distance, managing data, performing calculations, visualizing where the model fits well and where it does not, and flexibly improving the method.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Type of Research Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| GIS             | i. Descriptive  
ii. Mathematical  
iii. No process  
iv. Spatial (any kind)  
v. Time slices  
vi. Deterministic (but can support stochastic analysis)  
vii. Linear or nonlinear  
viii. Any level of disaggregation | 1: Where is a particular thing located, or what is at a particular location?  
2: How are different phenomena spatially related?  
3: What areas lie within a given travel time, cost, or distance of a point, line, or polygon?  
4: How many potential users exist within reach of a particular transportation system?  
5: What areas have one or more zones in common?  
6: What are the characteristics of the area surrounding a place, and where are the local maxima and minima?  
7: What are the best estimates for the missing values of a spatial distribution of data?  
8: How have geographical phenomena changed over time?  
9: Where should a new transportation facility be located?  
10: What route should a new transportation corridor follow to connect two places?  
11: What will be the environmental impacts of a transportation project?  
12: Which areas are suitable for a given activity?  
13: How do the answers to other research questions depend on the spatial units of analysis? |
| Graph Theory    | i. Descriptive  
ii. Mathematical  
iii. No process  
iv. Topological and sometimes spatial  
v. Static, except random graph theory  
vi. Deterministic, except random graph theory  
vii. Linear or nonlinear  
viii. Aggregate or disaggregate | 1: Which nodes in a network are the most accessible and best connected to other nodes?  
2: How do networks compare in terms of connectivity?  
3: Is the network infrastructure adequate to serve the area or population?  
4: How are movement and economic activity related to network structure and nodal accessibility? |
| Complex Networks | i. Descriptive and predictive  
ii. Mathematical  
iii. Black box  
iv. Nonspatial but topological  
v. Dynamic  
vi. Stochastic  
vii. Nonlinear  
viii. Aggregate or disaggregate | 1: What is a complex network topology, and how is it constructed?  
2: How vulnerable are complex networks to attack and failure?  
3: What are the optimal strategies for dealing with a catastrophic failure or attack?  
4: What are some problems with integrating complex network theory with the airline system?  
5: What is the best point of attack on a complex network?  
6: What are the optimal strategies for dealing with a catastrophic failure or attack?  
7: Which transportation networks have scale-free or small-world properties, and if so, why? |
| Mathematical Programming | i. Prescriptive  
|                         | ii. Mathematical  
|                         | iii. Black box or process-response  
|                         | iv. Spatial or nonspatial  
|                         | v. Static or dynamic  
|                         | vi. Deterministic or chance-constrained  
|                         | vii. LP is linear, but there are methods for nonlinear or integer.  
|                         | viii. Aggregate or disaggregate  
|                         | 1: Where should facilities be located?  
|                         | 2: How should (or will) traffic flow over a network?  
|                         | 3: Which links should be added to a network?  
|                         | 4: What is the optimal design for hub-and-spoke network? What is the optimal location of airline hubs?  
|                         | 5: Which type of network structure is best, and what parameters affect the optimal choice?  
|                         | 6: What is the optimal schedule?  
|                         | 7: What is the optimum way to recover from a schedule perturbation?  
|                         | 8: What is the optimal crew schedule?  
|                         | 9: What are the optimal flight and crew routings and schedule for an on-demand airline?  
|                         | 10: What are the tradeoffs between multiple objectives of an optimization problem?  

| Systems-Level Queueing-Type Simulations | i. Predictive  
|                                        | ii. Mathematical  
|                                        | iii. Process-response  
|                                        | iv. Spatial or nonspatial  
|                                        | v. Dynamic  
|                                        | vi. Stochastic  
|                                        | vii. Nonlinear  
|                                        | viii. Disaggregate  
|                                        | 1: What are the consequences of disruptions of an airline’s schedule?  
|                                        | 2: How will airport capacity be affected if the airside facilities are changed?  

| Agent Based Models (ABM) | i. Predictive and explanatory  
|                         | ii. Mathematical  
|                         | iii. Process-response  
|                         | iv. Spatial or nonspatial  
|                         | v. Dynamic  
|                         | vi. Stochastic  
|                         | vii. Nonlinear  
|                         | viii. Disaggregate  
|                         | 1: How do vehicle operators interact on a network?  
|                         | 2: What types of trips will be made by which kinds of people at which times?  
|                         | 3: How do people choose their routes to travel on a network?  
|                         | 4: How do different sets of agents of different classes within the air transport system interact with each other?  
|                         | 5: How do land use and transportation systems co-evolve?  
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Appendix 1

A Preliminary List of GIS Layers for Air Transport

1. Airports
   a. Type
      i. Primary Commercial Service
      ii. Non-primary Commercial Service
      iii. Reliever
      iv. General Aviation
   b. Hub classifications (large, medium, small)
   c. Capacity
      i. Gate space
      ii. Hangers
   d. Aircraft
      i. Types and number of takeoffs
         1. Jets
         2. Turbo-props
         3. Regional Jets
         4. single engine (dual engine planes)
      ii. Number of locally owned aircraft
         1. Takeoffs
   e. Runway Parameters
      i. Number of runways
      ii. Length
      iii. Type of aircraft capable of landing on each runway
      iv. Pavement management
         1. Resurfacing
         2. Failures
         3. Damage caused
   f. Enplanements
      i. Passenger
         1. Destination
            a. Domestic
            b. International
         2. Type of traveler
            a. Connections (for hub airports)
            b. Origin / destination
      ii. Cargo
      iii. Hazardous materials
   g. Airlines at the airport
      i. Passenger
         1. Gates allocated to each airline
         2. Market share
         3. Hub status
         4. Facilities (such as maintenance)
5. Banks (groups of incoming/outgoing flights, for hub operations)
   ii. Cargo

h. Safety
   i. Accidents
      1. Human error
      2. Weather related
      3. Other
      4. Fatalities
   ii. X-ray machines
   iii. Emergency personnel
      1. Fire trucks / ambulances
   iv. Deicing facilities
   v. Snow removal equipment
   vi. Search and rescue resources

i. Accessibility
   i. Public transit
   ii. Parking facilities / lots / spaces
   iii. Local population within “X” miles of the airport

j. Personnel
   i. Security (TSA)
   ii. Customs officials
   iii. Emergency personnel
   iv. General employment

k. Layout of existing facilities

l. Future Expansion
   i. Construction projects
   ii. Costs
   iii. Underground Utility lines
      1. Management and repairs
   iv. Land area
   v. Surrounding land uses

m. Environmental
   i. Noise Mitigation
      1. Noise contour data
   ii. Crosswinds
   iii. Air quality

n. Financial Performance
   i. Revenues
      1. Rents, Fees and user taxes
      2. Aeronautical vs. land based
   ii. Expenses
      1. Property taxes, land acquisition
      2. Fuel costs
   iii. Estimated cost for future operations
iv. Funding
   1. Federal
   2. Local

o. Connectivity
   i. With every other airport
      1. Number of flights per day

p. Efficiency
   i. Average turn-around time for aircraft
   ii. Resource utilization (ability to handle traffic redistribution)
   iii. Delays
      1. Peak times
      2. Congestion related
      3. Air Traffic Control related
      4. Weather related

iv. Lost bags

q. Pricing
   i. Average fares
   ii. Maximum fares

r. Competition
   i. Hubbing factor (percentage of passengers changing planes)
   ii. Monopoly/duopoly measures
   iii. Hinterland

2. Airspace/Flight paths (possibly in 3-D)
   a. Capacity
   b. Between airports
   c. Emergency routes
      i. Weather-related detours
      ii. Distance between airports
      iii. Required fuel for all routes
   d. In-tow requirements (the distance a plane must trail the plane in front of it)
   e. Restricted airspace

3. Mobility (Demand)
   a. Passengers or Cargo
   b. Inter-airport (e.g., O’Hare-LaGuardia)
   c. Inter-city (e.g., Chicago-New York)
   d. Seasonality
   e. Growth rate
   f. General aviation
   g. Charter
   h. Other modes

4. Airlines
   a. Hub locations, if any
   b. Route network
      i. Airports served
      ii. Aircraft utilized
iii. Frequency
c. Crew scheduling
d. Headquarters
e. Maintenance facilities
f. Passenger volume
g. Charters

5. Topographic elevation levels
   a. Digital elevation model
   b. Minimum – around metropolitan areas
   c. Maximum – en route

6. Weather
   a. Average annual rain / snow
   b. Effect on air traffic control
   c. Air pressure
d. Temperature
e. Density Altitude

7. Air Traffic Control
   a. Available controllers
   b. Tower computer equipment
      i. Recent upgrades
      ii. Number of Failures

8. Air route traffic control centers
   a. Number of employees
   b. Number of flights
      i. Peak hours
      ii. Other

9. Radar Stations
   a. Type
   b. Coverage Area

10. Demographic Data
    a. Population
    b. Growth
    c. Income
d. Age
e. Mobility (enplanements per person)
f. Migration

11. Economic Data
    a. Employment
    b. Types of industries
    c. Growth
d. Tourism

12. Modal Competition
    a. Rail Network
       i. Standard
          1. Travel time
2. Cost
3. Capacity

ii. High-speed
1. Travel time
2. Cost
3. Capacity

iii. Freight
1. Travel time
2. Cost
3. Capacity

b. Road Network
i. Automobile
1. Travel time
2. Cost
3. Capacity

ii. Bus
1. Travel time
2. Cost
3. Capacity

iii. Freight
1. Travel time
2. Cost
3. Capacity

c. Water Network
i. International freight
1. Travel time
2. Cost
3. Capacity

13. NORAD
a. Bases
i. Aircraft
1. Speed

b. Radar
This report reviews six classes of models that are used for studying transportation network topologies. The report is motivated by two main questions. First, what can the "new science" of complex networks (scale-free, small-world networks) contribute to our understanding of transport network structure, compared to more traditional methods? Second, how can geographic information systems (GIS) contribute to studying transport networks? The report defines terms that can be used to classify different kinds of models by their function, composition, mechanism, spatial and temporal dimensions, certainty, linearity, and resolution. Six broad classes of models for analyzing transport network topologies are then explored: GIS, static graph theory; complex networks; mathematical programming; simulation; and agent-based modeling. Each class of models is defined and classified according to the attributes introduced earlier. The paper identifies some typical types of research questions about network structure that have been addressed by each class of model in the literature.

15. SUBJECT TERMS
Transportation systems; Transportation networks; Geographical Information Systems; Complex networks